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The lawless Municipal Government operated by the "US CONGRESS"

This role also empowers we the people, as peaceful inhabitants, to confront the 
current military occupiers, who in many cases are out of their proper uniforms 
identifying the role in which they are acting.
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1.  Thank you for your contribution!
On Feb 18, 2019, at 11:27 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

My job is to provide a platform from where the view point of American sovereigns 
can be seen, heard and acted upon…

Thank you for your contribution!

From My own perspective, I see us in America just as Americans.  

But not just Americans ——— we are sovereign Americans and we are the only 
legitimate Americans who have the legitimate rights to express our views and to 
lawfully act in the mutual interest of all American sovereigns.  

This role also empowers we the people, as peaceful inhabitants, to confront the 
current military occupiers, who in many cases are out of their proper uniforms 
identifying the role in which they are acting.  Since at least the fraud of the 
bankruptcy, in 1933, along with equally fraudulent financial events, that have 
occurred along the way —— the mercenary collection agents, many posing as 
military  are being funded by the banking cartels who are behind defrauding 
the American people.
Attention Mr. Trump…Restore-Promote and Empower – American hero’s…who 
were right!
Anyone else who makes claims and seeks to create propaganda and who is not 
an American sovereign, for my money, has no business representing themselves 
as Americans.  And they most definitely have no rights to express a voice or act 
in such a manner as to represent the views of the sovereign American people.
Of the “world leaders…” Who, but Trump Has Legitimacy?
So singling out a specific group or class or faith pretty much is ignored by many 
based on the amount of propaganda which is promoted every day by the 
subversives who have infiltrated all areas of our society and promote their 
agenda.  It has become just a lot of noise and that seems to be the objective 
of the subversives.
But first we must understand from where comes the authority to act as the 
people…Right?
This understanding is a matter of your choice ———— 
I have come to recognize I was created by a MASTER CREATOR WHO CREATED 
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THE UNIVERSE.  From that point I also recognize my free-will ability to be the 
master of what ever I chose to accept and/or reject as my truth.

I have accepted my sovereignty as just part of my being gifted with the 
miracle of life, courtesy of my CREATOR.  And Mr. Trump has granted me and 
the rest of the American people with a most precious gift of recognition of our 
individual sovereignty.
Sovereignty!
***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America Recognizes 
“We the People,” are Sovereign!

The PEOPLE YIELD NOT THEIR SOVEREIGNTY! 
Until we get to this point then we are simply rearranging the deck furniture on 
the Titanic.
Electing Trump! Are we putting him in charge of another ‘Titanic?’
Is not the rest up to people like you and me to identify the impostors as impostors 
and expose their criminal nature?  Since they are operating in fraud….and fraud 
vitiates all —— 

• Are they not now exposed as common criminals and subject themselves by 
their own criminal behavior, to immediate arrest and prosecution?

After all Ron Vrooman, ——— All public officers are servants of the people.  Is that 
not why they are called public servants?

A public officer/public servant, has no option to refuse a lawful request, an order, a 
command or the expression of a simple wish ——— from any sovereign American.  
Doing so exposes them instantly to violation of their respective oaths which they 
take voluntarily.  

Listen carefully to this version of the oath and recognize not all versions are exactly the same 
for all offices. But carry the same force of LAW!  Free-Will Choice. And also keep in 
mind, that regardless of the actual swearing of the oath, the second any public 
official accepts any type of emollient from the public trust, their employment 
contract, a quid pro contract, is consummated.    

Failure to honor their oath or the failure of any superior officer to enforce the 
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spirit and the lawfully compelling nature of the oath, the may subject them (both) 
to perjury, sedition and insurrection against the supremely of the land.  Misprision 
of a Felony
Judiciary: misprision…knew the British Took-over America since AUGUST 8, 
1791?
Now to review where we are at this moment —— Is the above not all true?  

And as the people, are we not empowered by the organic —— and not the currently 
substituted counterfeit versions —— of the founding documents created in fraud and 
deception, that we the people chose to recognize and not the counterfeit material reproduced 
in fraud and without the proper certification, authority, recognition and especially the consent 
of the people? 

The Unanimous Declaration

Extract:
We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are 
endowed, by their CREATOR, with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.–That to secure these Rights, Governments are 
instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed, that 
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government,

Just as an example —— Please provide the evidence where the residents of 
Beaverton, Oregon, were provided full disclosure and then granted their consent to 
impose the "Chilton auto repair manual version,” of municipal code —— not laws ———  
https://www.codepublishing.com/OR/Beaverton/. Over the jurisdiction of the 
municipality?
Spectators NO MORE!!!…The People are the Final Arbiters.
In how many different ways must this matter be expressed?

My conclusion - Your mileage may vary —— 
Nothing from the very beginning of our beloved country of America has been 
lawfully legislated.  There are no current lawful government administration 
operating on the required —— to be lawful —— delegated authority of the governed 
—— the American sovereign People!

Everything is misrepresented!  It is all fake!  Everything has been presented in 
fraud!
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But not to worry ——  As the American sovereigns nothing of this fraudulent series 
of unlawful acts and events affects us, ————— that is —— unless we chose to permit 
them to affect us by granting our consent!!!!  NOTHING COUNTS LAWFULLY—
WITHOUT YOUR FREE-WILL CONSENT!

Therefore —— As the American sovereigns —— we are the people —— and we are the 
rulers of America!  And even Mr. Trump concurs…
***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America Recognizes “We 
the People,” are Sovereign!

And as the people are you telling me we can not peacefully approach these fake 
peace officers…impostors —— and convince them —— with intelligent logic and reason 
—— to reconsider their current criminal posture and provide a path for them to 
correct for their deliberately imposed deceptive-training and the fraudulent lies 
promoted by those we elected or appointed, in good faith, to protect the interests 
and the physical safety of the people by whom the entire criminal enterprise is 
being paid for these essential services?  And the essential services must be limited 
to just those enumerated in the enumerated powers   
The people of this state do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies which 
serve them.
May I cordially invite anyone with any type of contradicting or opposing view to 
contact me.  Dissenting views are warmly received and respected.

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Feb 18, 2019, at 3:41 PM, Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com> wrote:
will you publish and endorse it as a concept?

On Mon, Feb 18, 2019 at 3:35 PM Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Very patriotic and very impressive…Without question.
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arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
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On Feb 18, 2019, at 2:17 PM, Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com> wrote:

I bought a yellow vest. I wear it whenever I leave home. The French use chartreuse 
and it gets translated into yellow. The Canadians from Alberta are convoying to see 
Trudeau and wearing yellow vests. The Brits are and have been using yellow vests 
for months especially in their Tommy protests. The yellow vest morphed into Neon 
vests as we have factions that do not agree with others. But we all agree that a 
socialist/communist/liberal corporate governance is not what we want. Some march 
to anti- abortion!! some to anti- Income Tax!! some to Constitutionalist, free 
inhabitants!! some are anarchists. So whomever you are!! wear a yellow, red, 
chartreuse, red/white/blue, don't tread on me!! I could give 2 shits but a NEON vest 
indicates anti globalist/abortion/taxes/foreign agents/ and a return to our several 
states within The United States of America un incorporated and to the 
Constitutional Republic. Not the open borders/globalist/ CFR/ Tri-Lateral/
sanctuary/ UN/ Agenda 21 Bullshit of the left.
Whenever you leave home wear it!!  Identify your Congressional district and email 
that and your name to neonvests@outlook.com . you do not need to be friends with 
everyone on our side BUT enemy to the enemies of our Land of the Free and Home 
of our Founding documents. FREEDOM for the people form of government.
the you tube seething frog has three videos each is very short.
There research done. I sent all of that to you before over the last three weeks.

-- 
To Americans; Wear your Yellow Vest whenever you leave home.
by: Ron Vrooman for the Beaverton Oversight Committee:
They lost when they murdered LaVoy.
Bundys set free 01/08/2018.
Bundy et al acquitted, the fight goes on.
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Ronald Vrooman
ronvrooman38@gmail.com
call 503 641 8375
General Delivery
Beaverton, OR [97005]

mailto:ronvrooman38@gmail.com
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2.  Chistopher Steele

Report: Republicans Upset After 
Christopher Steele Won’t Meet with Senate 
Intel Committee
By Chuck Ross 
Published February 18, 2019 at 9:31am 
Modified February 18, 2019 at 12:18pm 

Republicans on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence say they are not satisfied that 
dossier author Christopher Steele has provided only written responses to the committee.

“As we’ve made clear to Mr. Steele and his attorney, there is no substitute for a face-to-face 
interview when it comes to answering some of the Committee’s most pressing questions,” a 
Republicans spokesperson for the committee told ABC News.

“We wouldn’t be satisfied with written responses from any other key witness, and we are not 
here, either.”

Christopher Steele – Confirms

North Carolina Sen. Richard Burr, the chairman of the Senate panel, and other committee 
members have “sought an in-person interview with Mr. Steele for 25 months,” the spokesperson 
said.

A rift between the committee and Steele became apparent earlier this month when Burr said in an 
interview that “multiple attempts” have been made to interview the former British spy in person 
as part of an investigation into possible collusion between the Trump campaign and Russian 

https://www.westernjournal.com/author/dcnf/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=conservative-brief-WJ&ff_campaign=dailypm&ff_content=western-journal
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government.

Burr also said in that same interview that his committee had not found evidence of collusion, 
even after two years of investigation and interviews with more than 200 witnesses.

As a contractor for the Democrat-funded opposition research firm Fusion GPS, Steele compiled 
17 separate memos alleging a massive conspiracy between the campaign and Kremlin.

Advertisement - story continues below

The campaign-related allegations in the report remain unverified, and Burr has said in the past 
that the committee had hit a roadblock on investigating its allegations because Steele had not 
been interviewed.

Steele, a former British spy who operates a private intelligence firm in London, submitted written 
responses to questions from the Senate committee in August 2018. His attorneys claim that the 
committee agreed that written responses would be sufficient.

“It’s not true that Chris did not engage with the committee,” Steele’s lawyer said.

“The committee pronounced itself satisfied with Chris’s engagement … by way of written 
answers and (they) committed to not seek any further information from Chris.”

It is unclear why Steele opposes an in-person interview with Congress, especially given that he 
met with numerous reporters to discuss his unverified allegations that the Trump campaign 
conspired with the Russian government.

RELATED: McCabe Claims Rod Rosenstein Was ‘Absolutely Serious’ About Wearing a Wire 
During WH Meetings 

He also met with Justice Department official Bruce Ohr before and after the election.

It is also unclear whether committee Republicans are interested in interviewing Steele 
specifically about allegations in his dossier or about other topics. Republicans on the Senate 
Judiciary Committee have investigated whether Steele lied to the FBI about his interactions with 
the press while working on the dossier.

Content created by The Daily Caller News Foundation is available without charge to any 
eligible news publisher that can provide a large audience. For licensing opportunities of our 
original content, please contact licensing@dailycallernewsfoundation.org.

A version of this article appeared on The Daily Caller News Foundation website.

We are committed to truth and accuracy in all of our journalism. Read 
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our editorial standards.
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